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For Our Clients 

Welcome! 

Introductory Information 

When first scheduling your mediation with us, we direct you to 
these introductory information pages. We have created these for 
five broad types of family or divorce mediation. 

These contain suggestions on divorce, paternity or parenting 
topics we likely may consider in mediation, documents you may 
wish to gather, optional parenting on-line exercises, and 
sometimes legal forms you may wish to review in advance of our 
work. We also provide here a map of our office locations, driving 
directions and our fees and payment policies. 

If you have not received an E-mail with this link (and already 
accessed these materials), please choose which of the following 
most characterizes the focus of your Colorado divorce or family 
mediation with us:  

 
Additional Client Resources 

We also offer the following additional special resources for our 
mediation clients. 

For your convenience, we allow for credit 
card payments to be made securely, using 
the on-line services of PayPal®. 

We also welcome your sharing your experience of working 
with us, in our mediation process. We call this section, 
“Client Feedback.” 

Anticipated Focus of Family Mediation With Us:

Divorce or Legal Separation (w/o minor 
children)

Divorce or Legal Separation (with minor 
children)

Paternity-Related (Parents Not Married)

Child Support Modification

Maintenance (Spousal Support) Modification

Contact Us

Tools & Forms

Law & News

Search

“Given the emotionally
charged subject 
matter, the 
environment and 
atmosphere in our 
mediation with Divorce
Resolutions® felt 
surprisingly 
comfortable and safe. 
It became more like a 
private business 
meeting than a cold 
gathering of 
adversaries.” 
- R.M.
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